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ABSTRACT 

 

         The title of this research is learning to produce text based media exposition 

comic strip by using discovery learning in class X SMAN 17 Bandung". 

The purpose of this study are: (a) to determine the success in implementing 

learning author producing text exposition; (b) To determine the ability of class X 

in producing the exposition of the text by using the model of discovery learning; 

and (c) To determine the effectiveness of the comic strip medium used in 

producing instructional text exposition in class X.  

The problems that the authors propose that: (a) Can the author implement 

and assess producing learning text exposition based the comic strip by using 

disco-very learning?;( b) Can the students producing a text exposition based 

media comic strip by using discovery learning?; and (c) Precise is discovery 

learning methods used in producing learning text exposition? 

The hypothesis that the writer formulated, namely: (a) The author is able to 

carry out learning to producing text exposition based media comic strip by using 

Method Discovery Learning; (b) Class X is able to follow the learning of 

producing 

text exposition based media comic strip; and (c) Discovery learning method suit-

able for use in instructional producing text exposition based media comic strip. 

The research results are as follows. 

1. The author is able to carry out learning to produce text exposition based media 

comic strip using Discovery Learning Method. This is evident from the results 

of the learning activities is 3,55. 

2. Students are able to produce text exposition based media comic strip using 

Discovery Learning Method. It is evident from the average value of 1,66 

pretest and posttest values with an average value of 3.13, so there is an 

increase by 1,47 or 4,32%. 

3. Method of Discocery Learning effectively used in production learning text 

expo-sition based media comic strip. Evident from the results of statistical 

calcula-tions with results greater than ttable tcount, ie 24,91 > 2,03 ie, with a 

confidence level of 95%, and d.b by 33. 
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